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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of this study is to develop and implement a quality-control system to
ensure authority control of the different knowledge units for the Scientific & Technological
Knowledge Organization Systems (STKOS).
Design/methodology/approach: First, we analyzed quality-control requirements based on
the construction of the STKOS Metathesaurus. Then we designed a quality-control
framework, the task management and transfer mechanism, and a service model. Afterwards,
we carried out the experiments to check the rules and algorithms used in the system. Finally,
the system was developed, and gradually optimized during its service.
Findings: The quality-control system supports collaborative knowledge construction, as
well as consistency checks of knowledge units with different granularity levels, including
terminologies, relationships, and concepts. The system can be flexibly configured.
Research limitations: The system is oriented to an English-language knowledge organization
system, and may not perform well with Chinese-language systems and ontologies.
Practical implications: The system can be used to support the construction of a single
knowledge organization system, as well as data warehousing and interoperable knowledge
organization systems.
Originality/value: The STKOS quality-control system not only focuses on content building
for the knowledge system, but also supports collaborative task management.
Keywords Scientific & Technological Knowledge Organization Systems (STKOS); Form
check; Relationship check; Quality-control; Task management
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Introduction

The main tasks of the project, the “Knowledge Organization System Construction
and Demonstration Application for Foreign Language Scientific Literature,”
organized by the National Science and Technology Library (NSTL) of China, are to
collaboratively construct the “Scientific & Technological Knowledge Organization
Systems (STKOS)” and its management platform[1]. The goal of the STKOS is to
build a Metathesaurus, comprising a source vocabulary warehouse, scientific and
technological terminologies, standardized concepts, and their relationships. The
function of the management platform is to provide distributed collaborative work
platforms and tools to support and improve the efficiency of the construction of the
Metathesaurus.
Quality-control ability is an important indicator to evaluate the software for the
construction, maintenance, and integration of a knowledge organization system[2,3].
ISO2788: 1986, ISO25964: 1985, and other standards have stipulated the related
control content, such as missing or abnormal properties, repeated terminologies,
repeated relationships, relationship dissymmetry, and irreversible relationships[2–5],
which are used as guides for the construction, maintenance, and assurance of
interoperability of controlled vocabularies[6]. Software such as Term Tree[7],
MultiTes[8], WebChoir[9], Web Protégée[2], and AGROVOC Concept Server
Workbench[10], for knowledge organization system integration and Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS) building, is able to detect corresponding errors and
perform consistency control. The construction of the STKOS needs multiinstitutional participation to collaboratively work on vocabulary integration and
large-scale knowledge management involving multiple disciplines. To support
collaborative construction and control knowledge quality, we developed a qualitycontrol system to ensure that different knowledge units including source vocabularies,
basic terminologies, and concepts will meet specifications and quality standards.

2 Application requirements
2.1

Construction of the Metathesaurus

The Metathesaurus is a large vocabulary database of scientific and tehcnology
concepts and the relationships among the concepts. In the entire knowledge system,
the core units are concepts and the basic units are terms. Terminologies and concepts
are connected by synonymous relations, while the original relations of source
vocabularies are also retained.
As shown in Fig. 1, in building the STKOS Metathesaurus, the first step was to
build a vocabulary warehouse through data collection, evaluation, selection, format
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conversion, and data uploading. The second step was to construct the basic
terminology database through evaluation and selection of source terminologies, and
construct the STKOS concept database. In this stage, semantic merging and
disambiguation were carried out for the synonyms of the basic terminology, where
terms with the same meaning but different expression forms were merged, and one
term was chosen as the preferred term representing the synonymous group to form
the specified concept. Then the preferred term was translated into Chinese, and the
concept was classified and defined. Except for data collection, analysis, evaluation,
and selection, all of the work was carried out on the STKOS management platform.
External knowledge resources
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2.2

Semantic
disambiguation

Second evaluation
and selection

Overview of the STKOS Metathesaurus

Quality-control requirements

Quality control for the STKOS Metathesaurus is carried out both automatically and
manually. Possible problems can be automatically detected, and then corrected
manually. The STKOS quality-control system is mainly used to help detect and
remedy inconsistencies in the vocabulary warehouse, the basic terminology database,
and the STKOS concept database. More is shown in Table 1.
In addition, the construction of the STKOS needs the participation of multiple
agencies and users, so the system must provide reasonable task allocation,
management, and monitoring services to support collaborative work.
Table 1 The main goals of specification control at different levels
Levels
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Goals of specification control

The vocabulary warehouse
To ensure the integrity and correction of all source vocabularies.
The basic terminology database To avoid the repeated selection and storage of terminology from the same
source, and ensure all the chosen terminologies can inherit source property
and relation information in the vocabulary warehouse.
The STKOS concept database
To avoid loss of synonyms for synonymous groups, and ensure that
preferred terminologies, translations, classifications, and explanations
accord with the STKOS specifications. (See Table 3 for more information.)
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3

System design

3.1

Overall framework and flow

Figure 2 shows the overall framework of the STKOS quality-control system. It
serves collaborative work subsystems of the source vocabulary warehouse, the basic
terminology database, and the concept database directly by integrating with their
main function modules in the STKOS collaborative construction and management
platform. It also integrates with management modules.
STKOS collaborative construction and management platform

Format conversion

Duplicate mark

Specification concept database
collaborative work subsystem
Terminology merge specification
formulation
Automatic merge and preferred
terminology recommendation
Adjustment and audit of automatic
merge result
Adjustment and audit of preferred
terminology

Lemmatization

Translation of preferred terminology

Basic lexicon database collaborative
work subsystem
Term selection
Structure conversion

Uploading

Term extraction

Edition
Browse

Export

Term browse

Concept classification

Term export

Concept interpretation

Repeated vocabulary control

Terminology merge integrity

Metadata mapping control

Abnormal concept granularity detection

Form check and control
Relation check and control
Term extraction integrity control
Abnormal property tag detection
Statistic analysis

Abnormal preferred term detection
Abnormal translation of preferred term detection

Relation extraction integrity control
Definition extraction integrity control

Task management
Task management
Quality-control subsystem for
source vocabularies

STKOS task management module

Source vocabulary warehouse
collaborative work subsystem

Quality-control subsystem for
terminologies

Abnormal concept classification detection
Abnormal concept definition detection
Task management
Quality-control subsystem for STKOS
concepts

STKOS quality-control system

Fig. 2 The overall framework of the STKOS quality-control system

Quality control for the source vocabulary warehouse mainly checks the form
and relationship consistency of a single vocabulary before, during, and after its
warehousing[12]. Its main functions are shown in Table 2.
Quality control for the basic terminology database construction process checks
whether a vocabulary is selected and extracted more than once; whether the
terminology selection and metadata mapping are correct; and whether the selected
source vocabulary is completely extracted from the source vocabulary warehouse
(i.e., its terms, relationships, and definitions).
Quality control for the STKOS concept database focuses on six kinds of
abnormality, as shown in Table 3—integrity, concept size, preferred term, translation,
classification, and definition.
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Table 2 The main checking functions specific to the corresponding content in source vocabulary
warehouse
Number
1

Functions
Form
checking

Content

Repeated term

Whether there are repeated terms among preferred terms
and entry terms.

2

Abnormal property value Whether the property value is empty or not.

3

Abnormal property

Whether the text form meets system requirement,
recognizes property tag with low frequency.

4

Abnormal character

Whether there is disorderly code and abnormal character
in terminology and its definition.

5

Spelling

Whether there is misspelling in a term string.

6

Relation
Asymmetrical relationconsistency ship
checking

Whether there are hyponymy asymmetries, relative
relationship asymmetries, or usage and pronoun
asymmetries.

7

Isolated concept

Whether there are some concepts that do not have
relationships with other terms or concepts in a source
vocabulary.

8

Closed hierarchical
relationship

Whether there is bypassing or circularity in a hierarchical
tree of a source vocabulary.

9

Relationship uniqueness

Whether there are more than 2 kinds of relationship
between the same terms or concepts in a source
vocabulary.

Reflexive relation

Whether there is a term that has some relationships with
itself in a source vocabulary.

10

Table 3 The main content checking control and goals of the STKOS concept database
Number
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Main functions

Content and goals

1

Terminology merging integrity To ensure source terms with the same meaning can be merged
in compliance with semantic relations of source vocabulary.

2

Abnormal concept size

3

Abnormal preferred term

To ensure that the preferred term is the most authoritative.

4

Abnormal Chinese translation
of preferred term

To check whether the Chinese translation of a preferred term is
null or if there is unreadable code in the string.

5

Abnormal classification

To avoid over-categorized or hierarchical relations among
categories of the same concept.

6

Abnormal definition

To avoid repeated definitions, missing sources, abnormal
characters, and so on.

To ensure the number of entry terms of a concept is moderate.

Task management is implemented by calling task management modules of the
STKOS collaborative construction and management platform. It is mainly used by
data processors and curators to perform actions such as adding, deleting, and editing
data for the three databases (i.e., the source vocabulary warehouse, basic terminology
database, and concept database) to ensure content consistency.
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3.2 Task management and state transfer control
The context information of a quality-checking task includes task name, data, time
created, users, time completed, etc.[13]. Vocabularies, terms and concepts can be
basic units of the task data collection. The system manages quality-checking tasks
using role-based access control. When a user wants to perform a quality detection
task, the system will judge whether the user has permission to perform such a task
according to the user’s role and the task division. If either is invalid, the system
refuses to allow the task to be performed. Otherwise, the user is allowed to perform
the task[14]. The automatic transfer control of the source vocabulary warehouse and
the basic terminology database is based on the vocabulary state, while the control
of the concept database is much more specific. A concept has five possible types of
values—synonym group, preferred term and its Chinese translation, classification,
and definition, and all are controlled separately.

3.3

Service mode

Due to the complexity of the process, and of the specific checking tasks in
collaborative construction, the system provides both offline and online services.
Online checking services, including real-time and non-real-time, provide Excel or
PDF checking reports. Table 4 shows the main checking types and service modes.
Table 4 The main checking content and service mode of the STKOS quality-control system
Checking mode
Object

Source
vocabulary
warehouse

Checking type

Form
Relationship
inconsistency

User
Offline
Message
configuration
Reports
Real-time Non-real-time
box
√
√

Basic
Repeated vocabulary
terminology Metadata mapping
database
Integrity of extracted
vocabulary
STKOS
concept
database

Synonym group
Concept size
Preferred term
Chinese translation of
preferred term
Classification
Definition

All databases Deletion

Results
output mode

Online

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
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System implementation

The architecture of the STKOS quality-control system is Browser/Server, and its
human-computer interaction interface is based on rich-client technology. The
development language is Java, the database is Oracle 11 (64-bit), and the application
server uses Tomcat 6.0. Data exchange with other systems and modules of the
STKOS collaborative and management platform is via a Java interface. The
Metathesaurus of the STKOS is developed and put into service gradually[15].

4.1

Collaborative task management module

The collaborative task management module is for checking task creation,
modification, and deletion. The main task types of the STKOS quality-control
system are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 The main task types of the STKOS quality-control system
Object

Task type

Source vocabulary warehouse

Vocabulary checking

Basic terminology database

Terminology selection, metadata mapping, and term extraction
checking

STKOS concept database

Synonym group and preferred term, Chinese translation of preferred
term, concept classification, and concept definition checking

4.2
4.2.1

Quality-control subsystem for source vocabulary warehouse
Before warehousing

Before data warehousing, the system checks online whether the format of TXT texts
or XML documents is correct and during the process inconsistency of data forms
and relationships will be reported. At the same time, offline checking was also
performed, which follows four steps: 1) users’ uploading data files, 2) users’
selection of checking items, 3) system execution of the task, and 4) users’ browse
of the report.
4.2.2
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During warehousing

The system checks whether attribute tags and logical relations are normal.
Abnormality of an attribute tag during import is reported in the form of a message
box. When users choose and upload a source vocabulary through the wizard, a
system prompt will appear on the right side below the wizard with words in red.
Meanwhile, a relationship checking report is generated and presented to the user in
which possible abnormal data and data location were modified.
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4.2.3 After warehousing
After warehousing, the system checks inconsistencies of data forms and relationships. In data checking, the emphasis is put on repeated terms and abnormal
characters, while checking data relationships, we focus on isolated-concepts, closed
hierarchical relationships, reflexive relationships, asymmetrical relationships, and
“concept and its related concepts being in the same hierarchical tree”.
4.2.4

Rules and algorithms

The main rules or algorithms used in the subsystem are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 The main checking rules/algorithms of the subsystem
Number

Functions

Main rules/algorithms

1

Repeated term

Whether there are same preferred-term or entry-term strings in the same
word list; whether there are repeated terms in the vocabulary list.

2

Abnormal character

Whether all characters of term strings and definition strings are included in
ISO8859-1or GBK. If not, they are abnormal characters.

3

Asymmetrical
relationship

Hyponymy asymmetry: If concept B is the hypernym of concept A, but
concept B does not include concept A as its hyponym, there is a hyponymy
asymmetry. Data searching and matching judgment are based on concept ID.
Relative relationship asymmetry: If concept A is claimed to be related to
concept B but not vice versa, it is inconsistent, and there is a relative
relationship asymmetry. Data searching and matching judgment are based on
concept ID.
Use and pronoun asymmetry: If there is “A USE FOR a”, but there is not
“A USE A”, it is inconsistent, and there is a use-and-pronoun asymmetry.
Data searching and matching judgment are based on term ID.

4

Closed hierarchical
relationship

Adopting breadth-first search algorithm, if a concept ID appears twice or
more in the number group of a tree, there is an enclosure.

5

Reflexive relation

Including “USE”, “related”, and “hypernym and hyponym”. If there is
relationship between terms with the same concept ID, there is a reflexive
relation.

6

Concept and a related If concept A has a related concept B, but B is also its hypernym or hyponym,
concept in the same it is abnormal, and will be reported. Data searching and matching judgment
hierarchical tree
are based on concept ID.

7

Isolated-concept

4.3
4.3.1

If concept A has no related concept, and no hypernym or hyponym concept,
it is an isolated concept. Data searching and matching judgment are based
on concept ID.

Quality-control subsystem for terminologies
Repeated vocabulary checking

The subsystem executes the repeated vocabulary checking task when the administrator selects vocabularies from a source vocabulary warehouse for the basic
terminologies database. If the full name or abbreviation of the selected vocabulary
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is found in the selected or extracted list, the system will issue a warning message
box.
4.3.2

Control for term selection and metadata mapping

This is mainly carried out manually. After term selection and metadata mapping are
completed, reviewers can audit, and perform “pass” or “redo.” During term selection
auditing, the system can automatically identify the vocabulary’s register information
and metadata from the source vocabulary warehouse for reference. It also can
provide the reviewer with details of standardized metadata of the basic terminologies
database and recommended options for reference while auditing metadata mapping.
4.3.3

Integrity of extracted vocabulary checking

According to statistics, more than 95% of source vocabularies were selected
completely. The purpose of extracted vocabulary checking is to check whether these
vocabularies are extracted completely from the source vocabulary warehouse to the
basic terminology database from several aspects, including terminology, hierarchy,
relationship, priority category and the definition of the vocabulary.
4.4
4.4.1

Quality-control subsystems for the STKOS concepts
Online filtration

There is an abnormal-concept filter in the quality-control subsystem for the STKOS
concepts. In the filter, as shown in Table 7, there are filtration options for users to
choose to find and analyze abnormal concepts. A logical “and” can be executed
among different filter conditions.
Table 7
Objects
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Filtration options in the filter
Filtration options

Synonym group

Concepts repeated in different fields; concepts containing polysemy; concepts
containing some basic terms from other concepts; concepts containing some
lexicons in other concepts

Concept size

Number of source terms between * and *; number of basic terms between * and *;
number of lexicons between * and *; number of source concepts between * and *

Chinese translation of
preferred term

Concepts with Chinese translation of preferred term being empty; concepts with
Chinese translation of preferred term being itself; concepts with Chinese translation
of preferred term containing English

Classification

Concepts with number of category between * and *

Definition

Concepts with definition being empty; concepts with definition containing
abnormal code

Note: * A specific number.
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4.4.2

Statistical reports

Currently, eight quality statistics reports are generated by our system, including
“concepts containing the same lexicon”, “concepts with a hierarchical relationship
in the same source vocabulary”, “concepts with preferred term as entry term in
source vocabulary”, “concepts containing the same Chinese translation of preferred
term”, “distribution for the number of category”, and “concepts containing same
definitions”. All reports show abnormal concepts’ IDs and locations. Moreover, the
statistical scope and content for every report is not fixed; users are allowed to
customize them by means of the interface.
In addition, the strategy of code-like version control is adopted to guarantee the
security and consistency of data and to avoid conflicts of resources in collaborative
work.

5

System application

The quality-control system has been integrated into the STKOS collaborative
construction and management platform. Between 2011 and 2014, it supported
quality-control tasks for 944 vocabularies, with more than 8 million technical terms
and 615,400 concepts. More than 100 problematic vocabularies and 200,000
abnormal STKOS concepts were found, including abnormal synonyms, abnormal
translations, abnormal classifications, and abnormal definitions.

6

Conclusion

The STKOS quality-control system supports consistency checks of knowledge units
at different granularity levels, including terminologies, concepts, and relationships.
It can be used to assist the construction of a single knowledge organization system
(KOS), and of data warehousing and interoperable KOSs.
Unlike general knowledge organization system, the STKOS quality-control
system not only focuses on the construction of knowledge units but also supports
collaborative task management. However, it needs to be improved from the
perspectives of performance, function, users’ experience, and language compatibility.
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